Committee Name: **Staff Awards, Nominations, and Selection Committee**

**Briefly summarize primary activities for the year:**

This committee focused on the “La Vida Lobo” initiative. They met virtually early in the Fall 2020 semester to establish goals, requirements, assurances, a scoring rubric, and an application. In addition, discussions of the philosophical and monetary value of the initiative took place, which led to the most recent determination of our 2021 winners. The committee gave their initial recommendations of placements for each faculty/staff member who applied and submitted criteria. Afterwards, we met in the President’s Conference Room to deliberate about and confirm the ranking of the participants.

**Briefly summarize goals for the 2021-2022 academic year:**

Launching “La Vida Lobo” for the second year is the main goal for the 21-22 academic year. The LVL committee has determined some minor changes to take place for the new application season of 2021-2022, which includes some details in the application itself, and how the committee will determine eligibility and level of favorability for participants based on 1) originality of interpretation of Goal 1 and/or Goal 2, and; 2) hours committed to initiative pertaining to either Goal 1 or Goal 2.

Prepared by the committee/team member: **Nicolas Westerlink**

Please email to Jeanne Qvarnstrom and Michael Pacheco by September 30, 2021

jqvarnstrom@sulross.edu

michael.pacheco@sulross.edu